. Recall that D 2 = {z ∈ C||z| ≤ 1} and S 1 = {z ∈ C||z| = 1}. By definition, X(∅) = (S 1 ) n . Cohomology ring of Z K over k, where k is a field or the ring of integers Z, was obtained by Buchstaber and Panov [2] , and Baskakov in [1] . In particular, they proved that H * , * (Z K ; k) ∼ = Tor k[v1,...,vn] (k[K], k), where k[v 1 , . . . , v n ] is the polynomial algebra with grading degv i = 2, and k[K] is the Stanley-Reisner ring of K. The latter object is the quotient graded ring
. In words, I K is the ideal generated by the square-free monomials corresponding to non-simplices of K.
Additive structure of H * (Z K ; k) can thus be obtained using a well-known result from combinatorial commutative algebra, the Hochster's formula, which represents the above Tor-algebra as a direct sum of reduced simplicial cohomology groups of all full subcomplexes in K. Hochster's formula states that
where K J is the full subcomplex of K on J ⊂ [n]. Due to [2] this implies that H l (Z K ; k) ∼ = J⊂[n] H l−|J|−1 (K J ; k).
The bigraded Betti numbers of k(K) are the ranks of the bigraded components of Tor-groups β −i,2j (k(K)) := dim k Tor −i,2j k[v1,...,vm] (k[K]; k). As a corollary we have β −i,2j (k(K)) =
In this work we introduce the random moment-angle complex as Z Y d n;p , where Y d n;p is as above. We study the asymptotics of the ranks of the bigraded homology groups of Z Y d n;p , which due to the results given in the above paragraphs correspond to the bigraded Betti numbers β −i,2j (k(Y d n;p )). For fixed integers i, j and J ⊂ [n] such that |J| = j let us denote
. Using the Hochster formula we get
Due to dimensional reasons β −i,2j (k(Y d n;p )) = 0 for all j ≤ d and j > n. In addition,
almost surely, where f j and g j are both polynomials in p of degree at most j d+1 . In fact, f j (p) = E(dim k H d−1 (Y d j;p ; k)) and g j (p) = E(dim k H d (Y d j;p ; k)). Proof. Let us observe that for all J ⊂ [n], the random variables X J,i and β −i,2j (k(Y d j;p ))) have the same probability distribution. The Hochster formula implies that
As i, j are fixed, E(dim k H j−i−1 (Y d j;p ; k)) is clearly a polynomial in p with degree at most j d+1 . We present here only the proof for i = j − d, since the proof for i = j − d − 1 is analogous. Due to Markov's or Chebyshev's inequality, for any ε > 0
Again from (1), we have that
Cov(X J1,j−d , X J2,j−d ).
As Var(X J,j−d ) = Var(dim k H d−1 (Y d j;p ; k)), we get
where a(p) is a polynomial in p of degree at most j d+1 2 .
Due to the definition of the random simplicial complex we have that Cov(X J1,j−d , X J2,j−d ) = 0 when Let us denote by A, B d+1 , . . . , B j−1 the maximal values of a(p), |b d+1 (p)|, . . . , |b j−1 (p)| on [0, 1] respectively. Observe that those constants depend only on d and j. Thus, Remark 0.2. For β −1,2d+2 we also obtain an analogue of the central limit theorem. This is the special case when j = d + 1, and for other js as in the above theorem the second order asymptotic behavior is more complicated. We plan to return to this study in the near future.
Corollary 0.3. For d = 1, we write Y 1 n;p = G n,p , and conclude that almost surely β −1,6 (k(G n,p ))/n → p 3 , β −2,6 (k(G n,p ))/ n 3 → (1−p) 2 (2+p), β −2,8 (k(G n,p )/ n 4 → 2p 3 (3p 3 −9p 2 −15p+7).
